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Short answer unit test - dracula itching/identify 1thur holmwood a. lawyer who traveled to transylvania 2.
jonathan harker b. died of fright after awolf jumped in awindow __ 3. quincey morris c. scarred by
acommunion wafer __ 4. lucy westenra d. allowed the count to enter the asylum 5hn seward e. an american
from texas 6.Advanced short answer unit test pride andprejudice i. matching _ 1 bourgh a. darcy's colonel
cousin 2. jane b. bennet home 3. collins c. short answers (complete on another sheet ofpaper.) 1mpare and
contrast the bennet sisters. 2. compare and contrast darcy, wickham, and bingley. 3. compare and contrast lady
de bourgh, mrs. bennet A raisin in the sun unit test: short answer questions name _____ test prep directions:
on a separate piece of paper, jot down ideas for each question in the time provided in class. be sure to number
your ideas according to the question number, and leave space between your initial ideas.Multiple choice:
choose the best answer. write the appropriate letter on the blank provided to the left. (2 points each) the girl in
the lavender dress (951) short answer: write the appropriate answer in the blank provided. (4 points
each)Romeo and juliet name: _____ unit test directions: this test has six parts: multiple choice, true-false,
match the quote, literary term identification, term application, and short essay. each question is worth one
point for a total of 55 points. mark your answers on your answer sheet. you may type your essay.The
canterbury tales a unit plan second edition based on the play by geoffrey chaucer (short answer) 12 quiz/study
questions (multiple choice) 32 pre-reading vocabulary worksheets 68 there is also an advanced short answer
version of the unit test.Grade 7 english language arts practice test . 2013-2014 . for further information,
contact: then they read two short passages and answer questions on how to improve the writing in the included
in this document are sheets on which students can record their answers to the practice test items. the
constructed-response answer sheets are on
Answer keys to unit tests b. short answer questions write a short response to each of the following questions.
include only the important points reading geography unit test for patterns in physical geography page 2 the
theory of continental drift explains why world landform patterns occur.Freak the mighty: a unit plan based on
the book by rodman philbrick study questions (short answer) 13 quiz/study questions (multiple choice) 27
pre-reading vocabulary worksheets 49 there is also an advanced short answer unit test for advanced students.
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